
Chapter 15:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
TAKING FOOD FROM A TIGER’S MOUTH, A
HUGE HARVEST
Lu Yuan did not throw a stone for the fourth time, but instead followed the

stone wall and climbed back to the ground from the top of the Gobi.

Then Lu Yuan stopped at the narrowest area about a hundred meters away
from the black-patterned greystone beetle. He flipped over his right hand, and
a plastic bucket that was not too large appeared in his hand.

Opened the plastic bucket, Lu Yuan poured out the viscous transparent liquid

in the plastic bucket.

This is a new type of burning oil, colorless and odorless, can last for a long

time after being ignited, and the temperature is extremely high.

This thing can have miraculous effects on special occasions. Lu Yuan bought it

just in case, but he didn't expect to actually use it.

Lu Yuan poured the burning oil on the passage and poured it back and forth
several times to ensure that the passage was completely blocked.

Then he climbed to the top of the Gobi again.

After climbing to the top of the Gobi, Lu Yuan took out another roll of green

plastic bags.

The material of this plastic bag is made of a special nylon material that is
strong, waterproof and wear-resistant, and can be used in many occasions.

This is also one of the necessities recommended by newcomers.

Lu Yuan was also bought just in case it needs to happen from time to time, and
bought a total of 20 rolls.
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I didn't expect to actually use it.

Lu Yuan opened the plastic bags one by one and stuffed them with weathered
sand.

He almost stuffed all the weathered sand and stones that he could see, filled
with twenty plastic bags.

After was full, Lu Yuan tied the four plastic bags together and tied them with

ropes to form five groups.

After doing all this, Lu Yuan showed a slight smile.

Almost ready, it's still the last step.

Lu Yuan looked at the location, and came to the sky over the Gobi nearest to
the wooden treasure chest.

He took out the black light alloy sword, and forcefully inserted the sword body
into the Gobi, leaving only the handle.

Then, Lu Yuan took out a thick and long rope and tied the rope to the handle

of the black light alloy sword.

Lu Yuan tugged hard, and after making sure that the binding was tight, he
sprayed some deodorant on his body to remove the body odor.

put away the deodorant, Lu Yuan clapped his hands and narrowed his eyes:

"The preparation is complete, and then, it depends on whether the bicycle can

be changed to a motorcycle."

Although there is a plan, Lu Yuan cannot guarantee a 100% success rate.

However, the courageous person starved to death. The treasure chest was right
in front of him. Lu Yuan was not the kind of person who kept the treasure

chest alone.

As long as the success rate is not low, he is willing to give it a try.



Lu Yuan glanced at the two black graystone beetles below.

Perhaps because there is no sound of falling rocks, the two black-patterned
graystone beetles eat particularly fragrantly.

But soon, they will be unhappy again.

Lu Yuan raised the corners of his mouth, showing a slight smile.

He came to the place where he had thrown the stones before, picked up the

four stones he had prepared before, and threw the two stones in different

directions.

咚咚咚咚!

The continuous sound of falling rocks shocked the two black gray stone beetles
who were grazing on the stones at the same time.

They let out angry screams.

The endless sound of falling rocks made them particularly angry.

The two black graystone beetles rushed out immediately.

Lu Yuan stood on the top of the Gobi, watching two black-patterned graystone
beetles rushing through the transparent lines drawn by the burning oil,
towards two of the falling rocks.

After they came to the rockfall area, Lu Yuan raised the corner of his mouth

and took out the torch. After lighting the torch, Lu Yuan threw the torch into

the burning oil.

Boom! !

The moment the torch touches the burning oil, a hot high temperature

emerges, and the flame spews out, rising to the top of the Gobi almost

instantly.



Lu Yuan felt the blazing high temperature at the location, which made his skin

feel a bit tingling.

The high temperature consumes a lot of oxygen, and his breathing is a little

difficult.

However, Lu Yuan didn't pause at all.

Just like rehearsing in his mind countless times, he grabbed a group of four

plastic bags tied together, and with both hands, he threw the plastic bags out

and threw them onto the fire wall.

Boom!

The high temperature caused the plastic bags to break in the first time, and the
sand and rocks were scattered, rolling in the heat waves and strong winds.

Lu Yuan didn't stop, and the second set of plastic bags were thrown out.

followed by the third group, the fourth group...

Until all five groups of plastic bags are thrown out, the air has become turbid.

In the area of   the sea of   fire, a small part of the sand and rocks began

to melt and fell to the ground. Most of the sand and rocks were surging in the

wind and heat, forming an invisible barrier.

The two black-patterned graystone beetles discovered the anomaly for the first

time. They turned around abruptly, neighed and rushed towards the direction

they came back.

They stopped before they came to the wall of fire.

This blazing high temperature, even an elite fierce beast like them, cannot be
intact if they want to rush over.

Feeling the danger, they hesitated for a while.



At this moment, part of the melted sand and rocks fell, and some fell on the

black-patterned graystone beetle, snorting.

There was even blue smoke on their carapace, which made the two black-
patterned graystone beetles startled. They couldn't help but step back a few

steps, screaming frantically at the wall of fire.

While the two black-patterned greystone beetles were hesitating, Lu Yuan had

already followed the Gobi to the rope that had been prepared before.

He grabbed the rope with both hands and jumped directly down, much faster

than the special soldiers.

If only flames were burning, Lu Yuan's movements at the moment had been

seen by the two black graystone beetles.

But at this moment, there is still yellow sand flying above the wall of fire, the
sky becomes dim, and the line of sight is blocked. The two black-patterned
graystone beetles have not been found at this moment. Someone has sneaked

into their nests and prepared to steal their homes.

Luyuan's speed is very fast, the forty-meter-long stone wall, it only took a few
breaths to fall to the ground.

After landed, Lu Yuan ran directly to the wooden treasure chest.

The wooden treasure chest is not locked, so he opens it directly.

After opening , Lu Yuan saw what was inside.

A white light group and a light green light group.

There are strange lines entangled in the white light group, and the other light

green light group has the appearance of a large black sword.

Lu Yuan didn't even think about it, picked up two light groups and put them

into the war pattern space.



Then, Lu Yuan grabbed the rope and climbed up the Gobi.

The speed of climbing up was a lot slower than the speed of coming down, but
Lu Yuan still climbed up the Gobi in just over ten seconds. UU reading
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After climbing up the Gobi, before Lu Yuan could catch his breath, he put the
rope away, then pulled out the black light alloy sword stuck on the rock, and
ran away with the black light alloy sword directly.

Although the burning oil can last for a while after being ignited, because of the
limited space of the war pattern, the amount he carries is only a little, and
coupled with the continuous falling of sand and rocks in the sky, I am afraid

that the wall of fire will be extinguished in a short time.

When it is extinguished, if he is discovered by the two black-patterned
graystone beetles, then he will be completely cold.

Don't you run away now and stay and wait for death?

Taking advantage of the wind and sand and the strong flames, Lu Yuan drove

along the Gobi quickly.

After ran a distance, he stopped, and fell on the top of the Gobi, panting,
letting the wind bring sand and stones to his cheeks.

Although the action time is not long, he is very tired now.

This is not just because a lot of physical energy is consumed, physical
exhaustion, mental tension makes people even more exhausted.

but…

Lu Yuan glanced at the two light groups in the war pattern space, and the

corners of his mouth rose wildly, ecstatic.

As a genetic warrior who has just awakened a few days ago, it is a crazy move

to seize treasure chests from the guardianship of two elite level beasts.



It's indescribable even if it's a tiger's mouth.

But, he succeeded!

Although it is very dangerous, this adventure is worth it, and the value he

obtained is too high!

An ordinary-level extraordinary gene chain, an elite-level gene weapon, and a

long sword that he can use!

It is not an exaggeration to say that it is worth a thousand dollars!

deserves to be me! Destined to be the man behind the human race!
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